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Abstract
Overlap and grouping functions are special kinds of non necessarily associative aggregation operators proposed for
many applications, mainly when the associativity property is not strongly required. The classes of overlap and grouping functions are richer than the classes of t-norms and t-conorms, respectively, concerning some properties like
idempotency, homogeneity, and, mainly, the self-closedness feature with respect to the convex sum and the aggregation by generalized composition of overlap/grouping functions. In previous works, we introduced some classes of
fuzzy implications derived by overlap and/or grouping functions, namely, the residual implications RO -implications,
the strong implications (G, N )-implications and the Quantum Logic implications QL-implications, for overlap functions O, grouping functions G and fuzzy negations N . Such implications do not necessarily satisfy certain properties,
but only weaker versions of these properties, e.g., the exchange principle. However, in general, such properties are not
demanded for many applications. In this paper, we analyze the so-called law of O-Conditionality, O(x, I(x, y)) ≤ y,
for any fuzzy implication I and overlap function O, and, in particular, for RO -implications, (G, N )-implications,
QL-implications and D-implications derived from tuples (O, G, N ), the latter also introduced in this paper. We also
study the conditional antecedent boundary condition for such fuzzy implications, since we prove that this property,
associated to the left ordering property, is important for the analysis of the O-Conditionality. We show that the use of
overlap functions to implement de generalized Modus Ponens, as the scheme enabled by the law of O-Conditionality,
provides more generality than the laws of T -conditionality and U -conditionality, for t-norms T and uninorms U ,
respectively.
Keywords: Overlap functions, grouping functions, fuzzy implications, O-conditionality, conditional antecedent
boundary condition.

1. Introduction
Fuzzy implications [1] generalize the classical implication to fuzzy logic, by considering truth values varying
in the unit interval [0, 1] instead of in the set {0, 1}. Among several applications (see, e.g: [2, 3, 4]), fuzzy implications are largely applied in approximate reasoning, being used for modelling fuzzy conditionals and also in the
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inference processes via the generalized Modus Ponens (GMP) and Modus Tollens (GMT), carried out via the Zadeh’s
Compositional Rule of Inference [5].1
The GMP, which is the focus of this paper, can be implemented by a scheme enabled by the functional inequality
called the Law of T -Conditionality, which, for a t-norm T and a fuzzy implication I, is stated by:
(TC) ∀x, y ∈ [0, 1] : T (x, I(x, y)) ≤ y.
In fact, (TC) means x ∗T (x → y) ≤ y, which generalizes the Modus Ponens x ∧T (x → y)  y to the fuzzy
context [7, 8].
In the literature, the studies on the T -Conditionality have been done just for the three main families of fuzzy
implications, namely, R-, (S, N )- and QL-implications.2 R-implications are generalizations to [0, 1] of Boolean
implications deﬁned by the identity given, for a universe set X, by

A ∪ B = (A − B) =
{C ⊆ X | (A ∩ C) ⊆ B} ,
where A, B ⊆ X, and the intersection is generalized by a t-norm. This class of implications is related to a residuation
concept from the intuitionistic logic. On the other hand, (S, N )-implications are generalizations to [0, 1] of the
Boolean material implication deﬁned as
p → q ≡ ¬p ∨ q,
where ∨ and ¬ are replaced, respectively, by a t-conorm S and a fuzzy negation N . Finally, QL-implications are
generalizations to [0, 1] of the implication
p → q ≡ ¬p ∨ (p ∧ q),
deﬁned in quantum logic, where ∧ is replaced by a t-norm, ∨ by a t-conorm and ¬ by a fuzzy negation. However,
D-implications, which are generalization to [0, 1] of the Dishkant implication
p → q ≡ q ∨ (¬p ∧ ¬q)
of orthomodular lattices, is also an important family of fuzzy implications attracting attention in the literature [1, 3].
Observe that t-norms and t-conorms require the associativity and commutativity properties, which, in their turn,
allow any R-implication and (S, N )-implication I to satisfy the exchange principle I(x, I(y, z)) = I(y, I(x, z)).
(S, N )-implications also satisfy the left neutrality principle I(1, y) = y, as well as QL-implications [1].
However, in the literature, it was shown that the associativity property of the conjuctive operator is not demanded
for many applications, e.g., in pairwise comparisons, image processing, fuzzy rule-based classiﬁcation systems, entropy and mathematical morphology [4, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. Similarly, the exchange principle is not required for fuzzy
implication functions in several applications, e.g., in decision making [15, 16, 17], consensus measures [15, 16], multicriteria decision problem by similarity measures [18]. See the discussions in [4, 10, 19, 20, 21] and, for a summary of
related works discussing the subject, see [22, 23, 24, 25, 26].
As an example, in fuzzy modeling of pairwise comparisons [27, 28], in the context of decision making based on
fuzzy preference relations [29, 30, 31, 32], in general, an indifference relation is deﬁned using a weak preference
relation given by a t-norm combination, which is a measures of the the (weak) preference of one alternative over the
other and vice versa [33, 34]. However, a pairwise comparison refers to only two alternatives (and the result of the
comparison is not an alternative itself), and so the associative property is not a strong requirement, and then, one
need not use t-norms as the combination operator [35]. Some analogous arguments may be given for classiﬁcation
problems, as in image processing, entropy and mathematical morphology.
Another interesting example is when the conjunctive operator is replaced by an implication function, where the
exchange principle is not required, since just two arguments are considered, and the resulting decision is not an
1 For

methods to solve GMP, also called by fuzzy Modus Ponens, see [6].
remark that those studies were done under some restricted conditions, e.g., the continuity of the underlying operators is, in general,
assumed [1, 9].
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argument itself, as the work by Beliakov et al. [15, 16], who applied fuzzy implications and aggregation functions to
construct more ﬂexible consensus measures, avoiding the symmetry property of similarity and distance functions that
could, in some circumstances, be too restrictive when considering weighted consensus models.
The discussion above justiﬁes the use of other kinds of aggregation functions that are able to model conjunctions,
disjunctions and implications in some way in a more general context (see, e.g., the works by Ouyang [36], Pradera et
al. [37] and Pinheiro et al. [38]).
In this direction, Bustince et al. [12, 35] introduced overlap and grouping functions that are particular cases of
continuous aggregation operators given by (not necessarily associative) increasing commutative functions, satisfying
appropriate boundary conditions. Overlap and grouping functions were extensively studied in the literature. See,
e.g., [19, 20, 23, 25, 26, 39, 40, 41].
Then, in the sequence, the concept of fuzzy implications derived from overlap and grouping functions were introduced. In [21, 42], based on residual implicators of general conjunctions [43, 44], Dimuro et al. introduced
RO -implications, the residual implications derived from overlap functions O, preserving the residuation property.
The concept of (G, N )-implication, for a grouping function G and a fuzzy negation N , was introduced by Dimuro
et al. in [4], and QL-implications derived from tuples (O, G, N ) were introduced in [10], where it was showed an
application to the generation of fuzzy subsethood and entropy measures. Such implications do not necessarily satisfy
certain properties, e.g., the exchange principle (for RO -implications), or the exchange and the left neutrality principles
(for (G, N )-implications) or just the left neutrality property (for QL-implications), but only weaker versions of these
properties. However, in general, such properties are not demanded for many applications [4, 21], and, in particular,
for the subject of this paper.
There are many advantages of overlap/grouping functions over t-norms/t-conorms. First notice that the classes of
overlap and grouping functions are richer than the classes of t-norms and t-conorms, respectively, concerning some
properties, like idempotency, homogeneity, and, mainly, the self-closedness feature with respect to the convex sum
and the aggregation by generalized composition of overlap/grouping functions, as discussed in [4, 21].
Now observe that there are some applications where the concept of overlap/grouping functions are essential, e.g.,
in classiﬁcation and image processing [12, 45]. Moreover, in several applications, overlap/grouping functions and
implication functions derived by them can provide more ﬂexibility and generality, whenever associativity and the
exchange principle are not required, e.g., in fuzzy modeling of pairwise comparison [35], decision making [46, 47],
fuzzy subsethood measures [10, 48], entropy measures [10]. Additionally, in certain applications overlap functions
led to better results than t-norms, e.g., in fuzzy rule based classiﬁcation problems [11, 14, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53]).
As an example, the classiﬁcation problems that arise, for instance, in image processing, naturally encompass the
overlapping problem. Overlap functions measure the degree of overlap between the two functions that represent
the object and background, which can be interpreted as the representation of the lack of knowledge of an expert in
determining if a certain pixel belongs to the object or to the background [12, 45].
Another example is the fuzzy modeling of pairwise comparisons in decision making based on fuzzy preference
relations, where Bustince et al. introduced in [35] some construction methods for the concept of indifference (in the
sense of [33, 34]) deﬁned in terms of overlap functions. Also, grouping functions are used to measure the amount of
evidence in favor of either of the two alternatives. Thus, its negation provides a measure of incomparability.
Considering implication functions derived from overlap and grouping functions, they have been used, for example,
for deﬁning subsethood and entropy measures [10], and extensions to the interval-valued context were also provided
by Cao et al. [24].
Concerning the advantages and ﬂexibility provided by overlap functions as conjunctive operators, in the present
paper, we introduce a generalization of (TC), substituting the t-norms and fuzzy implications by, respectively, overlap
functions and fuzzy implications derived from overlap and grouping functions, in order to provide more generality of
the implementation of GMP (see Example 4.1).
Then, the objectives of this paper are: (i) to introduce the concept of D-operations and implications derived from
tuples (O, G, N ), studying some properties that are useful for the purpose of this paper; (ii) to analyze the law of
O-Conditionality, deﬁned by
O(x, I(x, y)) ≤ y,
for any fuzzy implication I and overlap function O; (iii) to study the conditional antecedent boundary condition for
RO -, (G, N )-, QL- and D-implications derived from tuples (O, G, N ), since we prove that this property, associated
3

to the left ordering property3 , is important for the analysis of the O-Conditionality (see Section 4); (iv) to analyze the
law of O-Conditionality for RO -, (G, N )-, QL- and D-implications derived from tuples (O, G, N ).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents basic concepts that are necessary to develop the paper,
including the concepts related to RO -, (G, N )-, QL-operations and implications derived from tuples (O, G, N ), in
order to make this paper self-contained. In Section 3, we introduce the concept of D-operations and implications
derived from tuples (O, G, N ), studying some properties. The O-conditionality for fuzzy implications in general is
analysed in Section 4. The study of the conditional antecedent boundary condition for RO -, (G, N )-, QL-implications
and D-implications derived from tuples (O, G, N ) is presented in Section 5. The O-conditionality for RO -, (G, N )-,
QL- and D-implications derived from tuples (O, G, N ) is analysed in Section 6. Section 7 is the Conclusion, with
our ﬁnal remarks and outlining future work.
2. Preliminary Concepts
In this section, we present the basic concepts that are necessary to develop the paper, including the RO -, (G, N )-,
QL-operations and implications derived from tuples (O, G, N ).
2.1. Aggregation functions: t-norms, t-conorms, overlap and grouping functions
Deﬁnition 2.1. A function N : [0, 1] → [0, 1] is said to be a fuzzy negation if the following conditions hold:
(N1) N satisﬁes the Boundary Conditions: N (0) = 1 and N (1) = 0;
(N2) N is decreasing: if x ≤ y then N (y) ≤ N (x).
A fuzzy negation is called strict if, in addition,
(N3) N is strictly decreasing;
(N4) N is continuous.
A fuzzy negation is called strong if it is involutive, that is,
(N5) ∀x ∈ [0, 1] : N (N (x)) = x.
A fuzzy negation is called frontier if it satisﬁes the property:
(N6) N (x) ∈ {0, 1} if and only if x = 0 or x = 1.
A fuzzy negation is called non-ﬁlling if it satisﬁes the property [1]:
(N7) N (x) = 1 if and only if x = 0.
Examples of fuzzy negations are the standard fuzzy negation or Zadeh negation NZ : [0, 1] → [0, 1], deﬁned by
NZ (x) = 1 − x, the least fuzzy negation N⊥ : [0, 1] → [0, 1]

1 if x = 0,
(1)
N⊥ (x) =
0 if x ∈]0, 1].
and the greatest fuzzy negation N : [0, 1] → [0, 1]

0 if x = 1,
N (x) =
1 if x ∈ [0, 1[.

(2)

Deﬁnition 2.2. A function A : [0, 1]n → [0, 1] is said to be an n-ary aggregation function if:
3 The left ordering property for R -, (G, N )- and QL-implications derived from tuples (O, G, N ) was already studied in our previous works [4,
O
10, 21].
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(A1) A is increasing4 in each argument: for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, if xi ≤ y, then
A(x1 , . . . , xn ) ≤ A(x1 , . . . , xi−1 , y, xi+1 , . . . , xn );
(A2) A satisﬁes the boundary conditions: A(0, . . . , 0) = 0 and A(1, . . . , 1) = 1.
Deﬁnition 2.3. A bivariate aggregation operator T : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] is a t-norm if, for all x, y, z ∈ [0, 1], it satisﬁes
the following properties:
(T1) Commutativity: T (x, y) = T (y, x);
(T2) Associativity: T (x, T (y, z)) = T (T (x, y), z);
(T3) Boundary condition: T (x, 1) = x.
An element x ∈]0, 1] is said to be a non-trivial zero divisor of T if there exists y ∈]0, 1] such that T (x, y) = 0.
A t-norm is positive if and only if it has no non-trivial zero divisors, that is, if T (x, y) = 0 then either x = 0 or
y = 0. A typical example of continuous and positive t-norm is the minimum t-norm TM : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1], deﬁned by
TM (x, y) = min{x, y}.
Deﬁnition 2.4. A bivariate aggregation operator S : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] is a t-conorm if, for all x, y, z ∈ [0, 1], it satisﬁes
the following properties:
(S1) Commutativity: S(x, y) = S(y, x);
(S2) Associativity: S(x, S(y, z)) = S(S(x, y), z);
(S3) Boundary condition: S(x, 0) = x.
An element x ∈ [0, 1[ is said to be a non-trivial one divisor of S if there exists y ∈ [0, 1[ such that S(x, y) = 1.
A t-conorm is positive if and only if it has no non-trivial one divisors, that is, if S(x, y) = 1 then either x = 1 or
y = 1. A typical example of continuous and positive t-conorm is the maximum SM (x, y) : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1], deﬁned
by SM (x, y) = max{x, y}.
In this paper, the aggregation operators about which we are mainly concerned are overlap and grouping functions.
Deﬁnition 2.5. A bivariate function O : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] is said to be an overlap function if it satisﬁes the conditions:
(O1) O is commutative;
(O2) O(x, y) = 0 if and only if xy = 0;
(O3) O(x, y) = 1 if and only if xy = 1;
(O4) O is increasing;
(O5) O is continuous.
An overlap function O is associative if and only if O is a continuous and positive t-norm [12].
Deﬁnition 2.6. Let O : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be an overlap function:
(O6) O satisﬁes the property of 1-section deﬂation if and only if
∀x ∈ [0, 1] : O(x, 1) ≤ x;
4 In

this paper, an increasing (decreasing) function does not need to be strictly increasing (decreasing).
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(O7) O satisﬁes the property of 1-section inﬂation if and only if
∀x ∈ [0, 1] : O(x, 1) ≥ x.
An overlap function O satisﬁes (O6) and (O7) if and only if O has 1 as neutral element. Whenever an overlap
function has a neutral element, then, by (O3), this element is necessarily equal to 1. The sub-class of overlap functions
having 1 as neutral element is denoted by Ox , and the sub-class of overlap functions satisfying the property (O6), but
not necessarily having 1 as neutral element, is denoted by O≤x .
Example 2.1. Examples of overlap functions that are used in this paper are [19, 20, 21, 39]:
OmM (x, y)

=

V
OmM
(x, y)

=

Op (x, y)
TM (x, y)

=
=

Om 12 (x, y)

=

min{x, y} max{x2 , y 2 };
 1+O (2x−1,2y−1)
mM

2

min{x, y}

(3)
if x, y ∈]0.5, 1],
otherwise;

(xy)p , p ≥ 1;
min{x, y} (the Minimum t-norm);
√ √
min{ x, y}.

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Lemma 2.1. Let O : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be an overlap function. Then, for all x, y ∈ [0, 1], it holds that: then,
(i) If O satisﬁes (O6) then O(x, y) ≤ x;
(ii) O satisﬁes (O6) if and only if O ≤ min.
P ROOF. It follows that:
(i) If O satisﬁes (O6) then, since O is increasing, for all x, y ∈ [0, 1], it holds that O(x, y) ≤ O(x, 1) ≤ x.
(ii) (⇒) By (i), if O satisﬁes (O6) then, for all x, y ∈ [0, 1], it holds that O(x, y) ≤ x. From the commutativity of O,
we also have that O(x, y) = O(y, x) ≤ y. Thus, one has that O(x, y) ≤ min{x, y}. (⇐) It is immediate.
2
Deﬁnition 2.7. A bivariate function G : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] is said to be a grouping function if it satisﬁes the following
conditions:
(G1) G is commutative;
(G2) G(x, y) = 0 if and only if x = y = 0;
(G3) G(x, y) = 1 if and only if x = 1 or y = 1;
(G4) G is increasing;
(G5) G is continuous.
Deﬁnition 2.8. Let G : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be a grouping function.
(G6) G satisﬁes the property of 0-section inﬂation if and only if
∀x ∈ [0, 1] : G(0, y) ≥ y;
(G7) G satisﬁes the property of 0-section deﬂation if and only if
∀x ∈ [0, 1] : G(0, y) ≤ y.
6

A grouping function G satisﬁes (G6) and (G7) if and only if G has 0 as neutral element. Observe that whenever a
grouping function has a neutral element, then, by (G2), this element is necessarily equal to 0. A grouping function G
is associative if and only if G is a continuous and positive t-conorm.
Example 2.2. Examples of grouping functions that are used in this paper are [4, 19, 40]:
GmM (x, y)

=

GVmM (x, y)

=

GM p (x, y)

=

G2 (x, y)

=

GDB (x, y)

=

1 − min{1 − x, 1 − y} max{(1 − x)2 , (1 − y)2 };
 G (2x,2y)
mM
if x, y ∈ [0, 0.5[,
2
max{x, y} otherwise;
max{xp , y p }, p > 0;
2

(8)
(9)
(10)

2

1 − (1 − x) (1 − y) ;
 x+y−2xy
if x + y =
 2,
2−(x+y)
0
if x + y = 2.

(11)
(12)

A function ϕ : [0, 1] → [0, 1] is said to be an automorphism if ϕ is bijective and increasing. Given a function
f : [0, 1]n → [0, 1] and an automorphism ϕ, the action of ϕ on f is the function f ϕ : [0, 1]n → [0, 1] deﬁned by
f ϕ (x1 , . . . , xn ) = ϕ−1 (f (ϕ(x1 ), . . . , ϕ(xn ))).
f ϕ is said the conjugate of f .
2.2. Fuzzy implications: RO -, (G, N )-, QL-operations and implications derived from tuples (O, G, N )
Deﬁnition 2.9. A function I : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] is a fuzzy implication if, for each x, y, z ∈ [0, 1], it holds that:
(I1) First place antitonicity: if x ≤ y then I(y, z) ≤ I(x, z);
(I2) Second place isotonicity: if y ≤ z then I(x, y) ≤ I(x, z);
(I3) Boundary condition 1: I(0, 0) = 1;
(I4) Boundary condition 2: I(1, 1) = 1;
(I5) Boundary condition 3: I(1, 0) = 0.
There exist several properties that may be required for fuzzy implications [1, 54]. In the following, we present
some properties that are used in this paper.
Deﬁnition 2.10. A fuzzy implication I : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] satisﬁes:
(LBC) The left boundary condition if and only if
∀y ∈ [0, 1] : I(0, y) = 1;
(OP) The ordering property if and only if
∀x, y ∈ [0, 1] : I(x, y) = 1 ⇔ x ≤ y;
(LOP) The left ordering property if and only if
∀x, y ∈ [0, 1] : x ≤ y ⇒ I(x, y) = 1;
(EP1) The exchange principle for 1 if and only if
∀x, y, z ∈ [0, 1] : I(x, I(y, z)) = 1 ⇒ I(y, I(x, z)) = 1;
7

(IP) The identity principle if and only if
∀x ∈ [0, 1], I(x, x) = 1;
(PEP) The pseudo-exchange principle if and only if
∀x, y, z ∈ [0, 1] : I(x, z) ≥ y ⇔ I(y, z) ≥ x;
(CAB) The conditional antecedent boundary condition if only if
∀x, y ∈ [0, 1] : x > y ⇒ I(x, y) ≤ y;
(SBC) The strong boundary conditions if and only if:
(a) ∀x, y ∈ [0, 1], I(x, y) = 0 ⇒ x = 1 ∧ y = 0 ;
(b) ∀x, y ∈ [0, 1], I(x, y) = 1 ⇒ x = 0 ∨ y = 1 ;
(SBC-0) The strong boundary condition for 0 if and only if
∀x ∈ [0, 1] : x = 0 ⇒ I(x, 0) = 0;
(NP) The left neutrality property if and only if
∀y ∈ [0, 1], I(1, y) = y;
(CP) The contrapositivity property for a negation N if and only if,
∀x, y ∈ [0, 1] : I(x, y) = I(N (y), N (x));
(LCP) The left contrapositivity property for a negation N if and only if
∀x, y ∈ [0, 1] : I(N (x), y) = I(N (y), x).
Deﬁnition 2.11. The natural fuzzy negation of a fuzzy implication I : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] is deﬁned as the function
NI : [0, 1] → [0, 1], such that NI (x) = I(x, 0).
A fuzzy implication I satisﬁes (SBC-0) if and only if NI = N⊥ (Equation (1)).
In the following, we summarize the concepts related to fuzzy implications derived from overlap and grouping
functions introduced in our previous works [4, 10, 21, 42].
2.2.1. RO -Implications
In [21], Dimuro and Bedregal studied the class of fuzzy implication functions called RO -implication functions,
where O denotes overlap functions. RO -implication functions is a sub-class of residual implications derived from
fuzzy conjunctions [44, Theorem 2]. In a more general context, RO -implication functions is a sub-class of the Rimplication like operator IA constructed by means of an arbitrary binary operator A, introduced by Ouyang [36], who,
however, has not analysed the speciﬁc case when A is an overlap function.
Let O : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be an overlap function and deﬁne the function IO : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] by
IO (x, y) = max{z ∈ [0, 1] | O(x, z) ≤ y}.

(13)

From [44, Theorem 1, Theorem 2], it is immediate that:
Proposition 2.1. [21, Corollary 3.1] Let IO : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be deﬁned as in Equation (13). Then IO is a fuzzy
implication. O and IO form an adjoint pair, that is, they satisfy the residuation property:
∀x, y, u ∈ [0, 1] : O(x, u) ≤ y ⇔ IO (x, y) ≥ u.
8

The fuzzy implication IO , deﬁned by Equation (13), is called the residual implication derived from the overlap
function O, denoted by RO -implication. For an RO -implication IO , the overlap function O is said to be the generator
of IO . IO is also called as “the residuum of O”.
Example 2.3. Examples of RO -implications are [1, 21]:
⎧

√
2y−1
2y−1
⎪
⎨ min 1, max 2√2x−1 , 2(2x−1)
2
V
(x, y) =
IOmM
y
⎪
⎩
1

1 if x ≤ y,
IGD (x, y) =
y if x > y;

√
1 if √x ≤ y,
IOm 1 (x, y) =
y 2 if x > y;
2

+

1
2

if x ∈]0.5, 1] and y ∈ [0.5, 1],
if y ∈ [0, 0.5[ and x > y,
if x ∈ [0, 0.5] and x ≤ y;

(14)

(15)
(16)

V
which are generated, respectively, by the overlap functions OmM
(Equation (4)), TM (the positive and continuous
Minimum t-norm given in Equation (6)) and Om 12 (Equation (7)).

In [21, 42], several properties of IO -implications were studied. Some of them are used in this paper, namely:
Proposition 2.2. [21, Proposition 3.1] Let O : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be an overlap function. Then it holds that:
(i) IO satisﬁes (OP) if and only if O satisﬁes (O6) and (O7);
(ii) IO satisﬁes (SBC-0);
(iii) if IO satisﬁes (OP) then IO satisﬁes (EP1);
(iv) IO satisﬁes (IP) if and only if O satisﬁes (O6);
(v) if IO satisﬁes (OP) then IO satisﬁes (PEP);
As a consequence, an RO -implication satisﬁes the property (OP) if and only if O has 1 as a neutral element [21].
In [21], we presented two characterizations of RO -implications, for O ∈ Ox and O ∈ O≤x :
Theorem 2.1. [21, Theorem 4.6,Theorem 4.7] Let I : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be a right-continuous fuzzy implication. Then:
Ox -Characterization of RO -implications: I satisﬁes the properties (OP), (SBC-0) and (EP1) if and only if I is an
RO -implication derived from an overlap function O ∈ Ox , that is, I = IO , with O ∈ Ox ;
O≤x -Characterization of RO -implications: I satisﬁes the properties (SBC-0), (IP), (PEP) and ∀y ∈ [0, 1) :
I(1, y) < 1 if and only if I is an RO -implication derived from an overlap function O ∈ O≤x , that is, I = IO ,
with O ∈ O≤x .
Proposition 2.3. Let O1 , O2 : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be overlap functions. O1 ≤ O2 if and only if IO2 ≤ IO1 .
P ROOF. It follows that:
O1 ≤ O2
⇔ ∀x, y, z ∈ [0, 1] : O2 (x, z) ≤ y → O1 (x, z) ≤ y
⇔

∀x, y ∈ [0, 1] : {z ∈ [0, 1] | O2 (x, z) ≤ y} ⊆ {z ∈ [0, 1] | O1 (x, z) ≤ y}

⇔

IO2 ≤ IO1 .
2

It is immediate that:
Corollary 2.1. Let O1 , O2 : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be overlap functions. IO1 = IO2 if and only if O1 = O2 .
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2.2.2. (G, N )-Implications
The class of fuzzy implications called (G, N )-implications, where G and N denote, respectively, grouping functions and fuzzy negations, were introduced by Dimuro et al. in [4]. This class of fuzzy implications is a particular
subclass of (A, N )-functions derived from aggregation functions A and fuzzy negations N introduced subsequently
by Pradera et al. [37, Deﬁnition 31].
Let G : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be a grouping function and N : [0, 1] → [0, 1] be a fuzzy negation, and deﬁne the function
IG,N : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1], by
IG,N (x, y) = G(N (x), y),
for all x, y ∈ [0, 1].
Proposition 2.4. [4, Proposition 3.1] [37, Theorem 33] The function IG,N : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] is a fuzzy implication,
called (G, N )-implication.
For a (G, N )-implication IG,N , the grouping function G and the fuzzy negation N are said to be the generators
of IG,N .
Example 2.4. Some examples of (G, N )-implication that are used in this paper are:
(i) The grouping function GVmM (Equation (9)) and the fuzzy negation

0
if x = 1,
N2 (x) =
1 − x2 otherwise
generate the following (G, N )-implication [4]:

y
if x = 1, y ∈ [0, 0.5[,
IGVmM ,N2 (x, y) =
max{1 − x2 , y} otherwise.
(ii) The grouping function GM p (Equation (10)), for p = 2, and the fuzzy negation N3 (x) =
following (G, N )-implication [4]:
IGM p ,N3 (x, y) = max{1 − x, y 2 }.

(17)
√

1 − x generate the
(18)

(iii) The grouping function GM p (Equation (10)) and the least fuzzy negation N⊥ (Equation (1)) generate the following (G, N )-implication:

1 if x = 0,
(19)
IGM p ,N⊥ (x, y) =
y p otherwise.
(iv) The grouping function G2 (Equation (11)) and the least fuzzy negation N⊥ (Equation (1)) generate the following
(G, N )-implication:

1
if x = 0,
(20)
IG2 ,N⊥ (x, y) =
1 − (1 − y)2 otherwise.
In [4], several properties of (G, N )-implications were studied. In the following, we present some of them, which
are used in this paper:5
5 Since grouping functions are disjunctors, see also [37] for the properties of (A, N )-implications when A is a disjunctor and N is the standard
negation.
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Proposition 2.5. [4, Proposition 3.4] Let G and N be a grouping function and a negation, respectively. Then it holds
that:
(i) IG,N does not satisfy (OP);6
(ii) IG,N satisﬁes (LOP) if and only if N = N ;
(iii) IG,N satisﬁes (SBC)(a) if and only if N satisﬁes (N8);
(iv) IG,N satisﬁes (SBC)(b) if and only if N satisﬁes (N7);
(v) IG,N satisﬁes (SBC) if and only if N satisﬁes (N6);
(vi) If N is a strong fuzzy negation then IG,N satisﬁes (CP);
(vii) If IG,N satisﬁes (CP) for N and 0 is the neutral element of G then N is a strong fuzzy negation;
(viii) If IG,N satisﬁes (CP) for N and G has a strict section for an element in the range of N then N is a strong fuzzy
negation;
(ix) IG,N satisﬁes (LCP) for N and 0 is the neutral element of G then N is a strong fuzzy negation;
(x) If N is strict and IG,N satisﬁes (NP) and (LCP) then NIG,N = N −1 ;
(xi) If IG,N satisﬁes (NP) then NIG,N = N .
In [4], we provided a characterization of (G, N )-implications when N is a strong fuzzy negation.
Theorem 2.2. [4, Theorem 4.1,Theorem 4.2] The following statements hold:
(i) If a function I : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] is continuous and satisﬁes (I2), (SBC), (CP) and (LCP) for the fuzzy negation NI
(Deﬁnition 2.11), then I is a (G, N )-implication.
(ii) If N : [0, 1] → [0, 1] is a strong fuzzy negation, then the (G, N )-implication IG,N : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] is continuous
and satisﬁes (I2), (SBC), (CP) and (LCP) for NIG,N .
Next corollary, which follows directly from Theorem 2.2, provides a characterization of (G, N )-implications when
N is a strong fuzzy negation.
Corollary 2.2. [4, Corollary 3.1] Let N : [0, 1] → [0, 1] be a strong fuzzy negation and consider a bivariate function
I : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1]. Then, there exists a grouping function G : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] such that I = IG,N if and only if I is
continuous and satisﬁes (I2), (SBC), (CP) and (LCP) for NI .
2.2.3. QL-implications derived from tuples (O, G, N )
The class of fuzzy implications called QL-implications derived from tuples (O, G, N ), where O, G and N denote,
respectively, overlap and grouping functions, and fuzzy negations, were introduced by Dimuro et al. in [10]. QLimplications are special kind of QL-operators, when N is the greatest fuzzy negation (Equation (2)).
Deﬁnition 2.12. [10, Deﬁnition 3.1] A function I : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] is a QL-operation derived from a tuple (O, G, N )
if there exist an overlap function O : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1], a grouping function G : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] and a fuzzy negation
N : [0, 1] → [0, 1], such that
I(x, y) = G(N (x), O(x, y)),
for all x, y ∈ [0, 1]. We denote such QL-operation by IO,G,N .
6 This

is also a direct consequence of [37, Proposition 43].
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Observe that, whenever N is a continuous fuzzy negation, then IO,G,N is also continuous.
Theorem 2.3. [10, Theorem 4.1] A QL-operation derived from the tuple (O, G, N ) is a fuzzy implication function if
and only if N = N . In this case, the QL-implication derived from the tuple (O, G, N ) is given by:

G(0, O(1, y)) if x = 1,
(21)
IO,G,N (x, y) =
1
if x < 1.
Example 2.5. Consider the overlap function O2 (Equation (5), for p = 2) and its dual grouping function G2 (Equation (11)). The QL-implication function derived from O2 and G2 is given by [10]:
 2
y (2 − y 2 ) if x = 1,
IO2 ,G2 ,N (x, y) =
(22)
1
if x < 1.
In [10], several properties of QL-implications were studied. In the following, we present some of them, which are
used in this paper:
Proposition 2.6. Let O : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be an overlap function, G : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be a grouping function and
N : [0, 1] → [0, 1] be the greatest fuzzy negation. For a QL-implication IO,G,N : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1], derived from a
tuple (O, G, N ), it holds that:
(i) IO,G,N does not satisfy (OP).
(iii) IO,G,N satisﬁes (LOP).
3. Introducing D-operations and D-implications derived from tuples (O, G, N )
In this section, we introduce the concepts of D-operations and D-implications derived from tuples (O, G, N ),
D
D
denoted by IO,G,N
. We show that IO,G,N
are fuzzy implications just in the case when one considers the greatest
fuzzy negation N . We also study some properties of D-operations and D-implications that are necessary for the
development of this paper.
Deﬁnition 3.1. A function I : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] is a D-operation constructed from tuples (O, G, N ) if there exist an
overlap function O : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1], a grouping function G : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] and a fuzzy negation N : [0, 1] → [0, 1],
such that
I(x, y) = G(O(N (x), N (y)), y),
D
D
for all x, y ∈ [0, 1]. We denote such D-operation by IO,G,N
, and say that IO,G,N
is a D-operation constructed from
the tuple (O, G, N ).
D
Observe that, whenever N is a continuous fuzzy negation, then IO,G,N
is also continuous.

Proposition 3.1. Any D-operation derived from the tuple (O, G, N ) is of the form:

G(0, y) if x = 1 ∧ y = 1,
D
IO,G,N
(x,
y)
=

1
otherwise.
P ROOF. One has to consider the following cases:
x = 1 and y = 1: In this case, since N (x) = N (1) = 0 and N (y) = 1, one has that:
D
IO,G,N
(1, y) = G(O(N (1), N (y)), y) = G(O(0, 1), y) = G(0, y).


y = 1: In this case, it is immediate that:
D
IO,G,N
(x, 1) = G(O(N (x), N (1)), 1) = 1.
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(23)

x = 1 and y = 1: In this case, since N (x) = N (y) = 1, one has that:
D
IO,G,N
(x, y) = G(O(N (x), N (y)), y) = G(O(1, 1), y) = G(1, y) = 1.


It follows that:
D
IO,G,N
(x, y)



=

G(0, y)
1

if x = 1 ∧ y = 1,
otherwise.
2

Theorem 3.1. A D-operation derived from a tuple (O, G, N ) is a fuzzy implication if and only if N = N .
D
P ROOF. (⇒) Suppose that IO,G,N
is a fuzzy implication and N = N . Then there exists y ∈ ]0, 1[ such that
N (y) < 1. Then, since O(1, N (y)) < 1, one has that:
D
IO,G,N
(0, y) = G(O(N (0), N (y)), y) = G(O(1, N (y)), y) < 1,

which is a contradiction, since any fuzzy implication satisﬁes (LBC). Therefore, one concludes that N = N .
(⇐) Suppose that N = N . Then, by Proposition 3.1, we can prove the properties of fuzzy implications considering
D
D
D-implications given by Equation (23). First observe that (I3) IO,G,N
(0, 0) = 1, (I4) IO,G,N
(1, 1) = 1 and (I5)


D
IO,G,N (1, 0) = G(0, 0) = 0. Now, for all x, x1 , x2 , y, y1 , y2 ∈ [0, 1], it follows that:
(I1) Suppose that x1 ≤ x2 . The result is immediate for x1 = x2 = 1 and y = 1, or y = 1. Whenever x1 < 1 and
D
D
y < 1, one has that IO,G,N
(x1 , y) = 1 ≥ IO,G,N
(x2 , y).


(I2) Suppose that y1 ≤ y2 . The result is immediate for x = 1 and y1 = y2 = 1, or x = 1. Now, if x = 1, y1 < 1
D
D
and y2 < 1, then one has that IO,G,N
(x, y1 ) = G(0, y1 ) ≤ G(0, y2 ) = IO,G,N
(x, y2 ). On the other hand, if


D
D
x = 1, y1 < 1 and y2 = 1, then it holds that IO,G,N (x, y1 ) = G(0, y1 ) < 1 = IO,G,N (x, y2 ).
2
Example 3.1. Consider the overlap function O2 (Equation (5), for p = 2) and its dual grouping function G2 (Equation (11)). The D-implication function derived from O2 and G2 is given by:

1 − (1 − y)2 if x = 1 ∧ y = 1,
D
(24)
IO2 ,G2 ,N (x, y) =
1
if otherwise.
Now consider the grouping function
 x+y−2xy
if x + y =
 2,
2−(x+y)
GDB (x, y) =
0
if x + y = 2.
The D-implication function derived from O2 and GDB is deﬁned by
 y
if x = 1 ∧ y = 1,
D
2−y
IO2 ,GDB ,N (x, y) =
1
otherwise.

(25)

Proposition 3.2. Let O : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be an overlap function, G : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be a grouping function and
D
N : [0, 1] → [0, 1] be a fuzzy negation. For a D-operation IO,G,N
: [0, 1]2 → [0, 1], derived from a tuple (O, G, N ),
it holds that:
D
(i) IO,G,N
does not satisfy (OP).
D
does not satisfy (OP).
(ii) Whenever N = N , the D-implication IO,G,N
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D
(iii) IO,G,N
satisﬁes (LOP) if and only if N = N , that is, it is a D-implication.

P ROOF. It follows that:
(i) One has that that:
D
IO,G,N
(x, y) = G(O(N (x), N (y)), y)) = 1 ⇔ O(N (x), N (y)) = 1 ∨y = 1 ⇔ N (x) = N (y) = 1 ∨ y = 1.
D
(x, y) =
Suppose that there exist x, y = 0 such that N (x) = N (y) = 1 and consider y = x2 . Observe that IO,G,N
D
1, but x > y. Thus, in this case, IO,G,N does not satisfy (OP). Suppose that there do not exist x, y = 0 such that
N (x) = N (y) = 1, and take x = 0.5 and y = 0.7. Then, one has that N (x), N (y) = 1 and y = 1. Therefore,
D
D
IO,G,N
(x, y) = 1, that is, IO,G,N
does not satisfy (OP) in this case either.

(ii) It follows from (i).
(iii) (⇒) Suppose that N = N . Then, there exists x, y ∈ ]0, 1[ such that N (x) < 1 or N (y) < 1. Consider y > x.
D
D
(x, y) = G(O(N (x), N (y)), y) = 1, since O(N (x), N (y)) < 1 and y < 1. Thus, IO,G,N
One has that IO,G,N
D
does not satisfy (LOP). Thus, by contraposition, if IO,G,N satisﬁes (LOP) then N = N .
(⇐) Suppose that N = N and consider x ≤ y. Then, by Proposition 3.1, considering Equation (23), one has
that, for all x, y ∈ [0, 1], IO,G,N (x, y) = 1. In fact, observe that whenever x = y = 1, or x < 1 and y = 1, or
x < 1 and y < 1, the result holds.
2
4. Fuzzy Implications and the O-Conditionality
In this section, we study the law of conditionality for any fuzzy implication I : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] and overlap
function O : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1], which is a functional inequality that we call by the law of O-conditionality. First we
deﬁne such law, and then we discuss the advantages one may get using it. Finally, several properties are analysed.
Deﬁnition 4.1. A fuzzy implication I satisﬁes the law of O-conditionality for an overlap function O if and only if, for
all x, y ∈ [0, 1], it holds that:
(OC) O(x, I(x, y)) ≤ y.
In fact, (OC) means x ∗O (x → y) ≤ y, and is equivalent to (TC) whenever T is a positive (without zero divisors)
and continuous t-norm.
Example 4.1. Observe that the use of (OC) can provide more ﬂexibility and generality in the implementation of the
GMP. In fact, let us consider two referential sets X = {x1 , x2 } and Y = {y1 , y2 }, and the fuzzy rule of the type:
If x is A then y is B,

(26)

where A = {(x1 , A(x1 )), (x2 , A(x2 ))} and B = {(y1 , B(y1 )), (y2 , B(y2 ))} are fuzzy sets over X and Y , respectively. Then, whenever I : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] is an implication function, Rule (26) can be represented by means of the
following matrix:
R=

I(A(x1 ), B(y1 ))
I(A(x2 ), B(y1 ))

I(A(x1 ), B(y2 )),
I(A(x2 ), B(y2 )).

Now, given a fact described in terms of a fuzzy set A over X, namely, A = {(x1 , A (x1 )), (x2 , A (x2 ))}, and
given a t-norm T : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1], the law of T -conditionality amounts to require that:
T (A (xi ), I(A (xi ), B(yj ))) ≤ B(yj ),

(27)
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for i, j = 1, 2. Clearly, in the Inequality (27), the t-norm T is only applied over two variables. This means that
associativity is not required, and the t-norm T can be replaced by an overlap function O : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1]. Note that,
in particular, since every continuous and positive t-norm is a particular instance of overlap function, if we replace the
t-norm T by an overlap function O, we are recovering some of the classes of the usual GMP. Furthermore, observe
that, for instance, if we consider the overlap function deﬁned, for all x, y ∈ [0, 1] and p > 1, by:
O(x, y) = (xy)p ,
and if we take an implication function I such that, for all x, y ∈ [0, 1], it holds that
I(x, y) ≤ y,
then we have that
O(x, I(x, y)) = xp (I(x, y))p ≤ xp y p ≤ y,
and, so, the law of O-conditionality holds even if O is not associative, and, hence, the use of overlap functions to
implement the GMP provides more generality.
Remark 4.1. In the literature, there are other works on the implementation of the GMP using other conjunctive
aggregation functions than t-norms. This the case of the law of U -conditionality introduced by Mas et al. [55], where
U is a uninorm.7 In particular, the authors investigated this law for RU -implications derived from uninorms [56]
and also (U, N )-implications based on uninorms and fuzzy negations [57]. However, since uninorms are associative
and it is required a neutral element, the U -conditionality, although more general than T -conditionality, presents less
generality than O-conditionality.
In the following, we state under which conditions of I and O we have that I satisﬁes (OC) for O.
Proposition 4.1. If a fuzzy implication I satisﬁes (CAB) and (LOP), then I satisﬁes (OC) for any overlap function
O satisfying (O6).
P ROOF. If I satisﬁes (LOP), then, for all overlap function O satisfying (O6), whenever x ≤ y, one has that
O(x, I(x, y)) = O(x, 1) ≤ x ≤ y. On the other hand, since I satisﬁes (CAB), whenever x > y then, for all
overlap function O satisfying (O6), it follows that
O(x, I(x, y)) ≤ O(x, y) = O(y, x) ≤ O(y, 1) ≤ y.
2
Proposition 4.2. Considering a fuzzy implication I, if there exist x, y ∈ [0, 1] such that x > y and I(x, y) = 1, then
I does not satisfy (OC) for any overlap functions O satisfying (O7).
P ROOF. Suppose that there exist x0 , y0 ∈ [0, 1] such that x0 > y0 and I(x0 , y0 ) = 1. Then, whenever O satisﬁes
(O7), it holds that
O(x0 , I(x0 , y0 )) = O(x0 , 1)≥x0 > y0 .
2
Proposition 4.3. Let I : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be a fuzzy implication function. If I satisﬁes (OC) for some overlap function
O, then NI = N⊥ .
7 A function U : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1], is called a uninorm if it fulﬁlls the associativity, commutativity, and increasingness in each place and has a
neutral element in [0, 1].
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P ROOF. If x > 0, then O(x, NI (x)) = O(x, I(x, 0)) ≤ 0, by (OC). Since x > 0, then, by (O2), it holds that
2
NI (x) = 0. Since NI (0) = 1, one concludes that NI = N⊥ .
Corollary 4.1. If a fuzzy implication I satisﬁes (OC) for some overlap function O, then O(x, NI (x)) = 0.
P ROOF. If x = 0, then it is immediate that O(0, NI (0)) = 0. On the other hand, if x > 0, by Proposition 4.3, it holds
that
O(x, NI (x)) = O(x, N⊥ (x)) = O(x, 0) = 0.
2
Proposition 4.4. If a fuzzy implication I satisﬁes (OC) for some overlap function O1 : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1], then I satisﬁes
(OC) for any overlap function O2 : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] such that O2 ≤ O1 .
P ROOF. One has that O2 (x, I(x, y)) ≤ O1 (x, I(x, y)) ≤ y.

2

Proposition 4.5. If a fuzzy implication I1 : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] satisﬁes (OC) for some overlap function O, then any fuzzy
implication I2 : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] such that I2 ≤ I1 satisﬁes (OC) for O.
P ROOF. One has that O(x, I2 (x, y)) ≤ O(x, I1 (x, y)) ≤ y.

2

Proposition 4.6. If two fuzzy implications I1 : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] and I2 : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] satisfy (OC) for the same
overlap function O, then the function (I1 ∨ I2 ) : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1], deﬁned by
(I1 ∨ I2 )(x, y) = max{I1 (x, y), I2 (x, y)},
is a fuzzy implication satisfying (OC) for O.
P ROOF. Observe that (I1 ∨ I2 ) is a particular case of an aggregation of fuzzy implications, and then it is also a fuzzy
implication. If (I1 ∨ I2 )(x, y) = I1 (x, y), then it holds that
O(x, (I1 ∨ I2 )(x, y)) = O(x, I1 (x, y)) ≤ y.
The proof for (I1 ∨ I2 )(x, y) = I2 (x, y) is analogous.

2

Now, we analyse the action of an automorphism on a fuzzy implication I satisfying (OC) for some overlap
function O.
Proposition 4.7. Let ϕ : [0, 1] → [0, 1] be an automorphism. If a fuzzy implication I satisﬁes (OC) for some overlap
function O, then I ϕ : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] satisﬁes (OC) for Oϕ : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1].
P ROOF. Suppose that I satisﬁes (OC) for some overlap function O. Then, it follows that:
Oϕ (x, I ϕ (x, y))

=
=

ϕ−1 (O(ϕ(x), ϕ(I ϕ (x, y))))
ϕ−1 (O(ϕ(x), ϕ(ϕ−1 (I(ϕ(x), ϕ(y))))))

=

ϕ−1 (O(ϕ(x), I(ϕ(x), ϕ(y))))

≤
=

ϕ−1 (ϕ(y))
y.
2

5. The conditional antecedent boundary condition
In the previous section, we have showed that the conditional antecedent boundary condition (CAB), associated
to the left ordering property (LOP), is important for the analysis of the O-conditionality of fuzzy implications (see
Proposition 4.1). The left ordering property of fuzzy implications derived from overlap and grouping functions was
already studied in previous works (see Section 3). In this section, we introduce several results related to the conditional
antecedent boundary condition (CAB).
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5.1. (CAB) for RO -implications
Theorem 5.1. Let O : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be an overlap function. IO satisﬁes (CAB) if and only if O ≥ min.
P ROOF. It follows that:
(⇒) If O  min, then there exist x , y  ∈ [0, 1] such that O(x , y  ) < min{x , y  }. Now, assume that x ≥ y  . In this
case, one has that O(x , y  ) < y  . It holds that
IO (x , y  ) = max{z ∈ [0, 1] | O(x , z) ≤ y  } > y  ,
which is a contradiction with (CAB). By the commutativity of O, if x < y  , then IO (y  , x ) > x , which is also a
contradiction with (CAB).
(⇐) Consider O(x, y) ≥ min{x, y} and suppose that x > y. Then, one has that O(x, y) ≥ y. It follows that for all
z ∈ [0, 1] it holds that if O(x, z) ≤ y then z ≤ y, since O is increasing. One concludes that
IO (x, y) = max{z ∈ [0, 1] | O(x, z) ≤ y} ≤ y.
2
Example 5.1. Consider the following RO -implication functions:

1 if x ≤ y,
(given in Equation (15))
IGD (x, y) =
y if x > y,

√
1 if √x ≤ y,
IOm 1 (x, y) =
(given in Equation (16))
y 2 if x > y,
2
which are derived by the Minimum t-norm TM and the overlap function Om 12 (Equation (7)), respectively. Since
Om 21 ≥ min, then, by Theorem 5.1, both RO -implication functions satisfy (CAB). In fact, one has that whenever
x > y, then IGD (x, y) = y and IOm 1 (x, y) = y 2 ≤ y. On the other hand, the RO -implication function
2
⎧

√
2y−1
2y−1
⎪
+ 12
if x ∈]0.5, 1] and y ∈ [0.5, 1],
⎨ min 1, max 2√2x−1 , 2(2x−1)
2
V
IOmM
(x, y) =
y
if y ∈ [0, 0.5[ and x > y,
⎪
⎩
1
if x ∈ [0, 0.5] and x ≤ y,
V
given in Equation (14), which is derived from the overlap function OmM
(Equation (4)), does√not satisfy (CAB), by
V
V
Theorem 5.1, since OmM
< min. In fact, if x = 1 and y = 0.9, one has that IOmM
(1, 0.9) = 0.8+1
> 0.9.
2

5.2. (CAB) for (G, N )-implications
Theorem 5.2. Let G : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be a grouping function and N : [0, 1] → [0, 1] be a fuzzy negation. Then IG,N
satisﬁes (CAB) if and only if N = N⊥ and G satisﬁes (G7).
P ROOF. It follows that:
(⇒) Suppose that IG,N satisﬁes (CAB) and N = N⊥ . Then there exists x > 0 such that N (x ) = 0. Then, by (G2),
it follows that
IG,N (x , 0) = G(N (x ), 0) = 0,
that is, IG,N (x , 0) > 0, which is a contradiction with (CAB). Now, suppose that G does not satisfy (G7). Then, for
some y  ∈ [0, 1[, one has that G(0, y  ) > y  . It follows that
IG,N (1, y  ) = G(N (1), y  ) = G(0, y  ) > y  ,
which is a contradiction with (CAB). Therefore, if IG,N satisﬁes (CAB) then N = N⊥ and G satisﬁes (G7).
(⇐) Suppose that N = N⊥ and that G satisﬁes (G7). Whenever x > y then, since x = 0, one has that N⊥ (x) = 0.
It follows that
IG,N⊥ (x, y) = G(N⊥ (x), y) = G(0, y) ≤ y.
Thus, IG,N satisﬁes (CAB).

2
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Corollary 5.1. Let G : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be a grouping function and N : [0, 1] → [0, 1] be a fuzzy negation. If N is not
non-ﬁlling then the fuzzy implication IG,N does not satisfy (CAB).
P ROOF. If N is not non-ﬁlling, then, by (N7), there exists x ∈]0, 1[ such that N (x ) = 1, and, thus N = N⊥ . Then,
by Theorem 5.2, IG,N does not satisfy (CAB).
2
Example 5.2. We illustrate the results of this section, showing three different cases:
(i) Consider the grouping function GM p (x, y) = max{xp , y p }, with p ≥ 1 (Equation (10)), which obviously satisﬁes
(G7), and the least fuzzy negation N⊥ given in Equation (1), which generate the (G, N )-implication function

1 if x = 0,
IGM p ,N⊥ (x, y) =
y p otherwise,
given in Equation (19). By Theorem 5.2, it holds that IGM p ,N⊥ satisﬁes (CAB). In fact, whenever x > y, then
x = 0 and
IGM p ,N⊥ (x, y) = y p ≤ y.
(ii) Consider the grouping function GM 2 (x, √
y) = max{x2 , y 2 } (Equation (10) for p = 2), which obviously satisﬁes
(G7), and the fuzzy negation N3 (x) = 1 − x, which generate the (G, N )-implication
IGM 2 ,N3 (x, y) = max{1 − x, y 2 } (Equation (18)).
By Theorem 5.2, it holds that IGM 2 ,N3 does not satisfy (CAB). In fact, considering y = 0 and 0 < x < 1, one
has that:
IGM 2 ,N3 (x, 0) = max{1 − x, 0} = 1 − x > 0 = y.
Let us now analyse the (G, N )-implication function
IGM 2 ,N (x, y) = max{N (x)2 , y 2 },
considering any fuzzy negation N : [0, 1] → [0, 1]. Again, whenever one considers the case of y = 0 and
0 < x < 1, one has that whenever IGM 2 ,N satisﬁes (CAB), then, since x > y it holds that
IGM 2 ,N (x, 0) = max{N (x)2 , 0} = N (x)2 ≤ 0,
which implies that N (x) = 0 for all x ∈ ]0, 1[, that is, it implies that N = N⊥ , in accordance with Theorem
5.2.
(iii) Consider the grouping function G2 (x, y) = 1 − (1 − x)2 (1 − y)2 (Equation (11)). Observe that G2 does not
satisfy (G7), since, for y = 0.9, one has that G2 (0, 0.9) = 1 − (1 − 0.9)2 > 0.9 = y. The grouping function
G2 and the least fuzzy negation Nbot (Equation (1)) generate the (G, N )-implication function

1
if x = 0,
IG2 ,N⊥ (x, y) =
1 − (1 − y)2 otherwise,
given in Equation (20). By Theorem 5.2, it holds that IG2 ,N⊥ does not satisfy (CAB). In fact, whenever x = 1
and y = 0.1, one has that:
IG2 ,N⊥ (1, 0.1) = 0.19 > 0.1 = y.
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5.3. (CAB) for QL- and D-Implications derived from tuples (O, G, N )
Unfortunately, there is no QL-implication functions derived from tuples (O, G, N ) satisfying (CAB). Similarly,
there is no D-implication functions satisfying this property.
Theorem 5.3. Let O : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be an overlap function, G : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be a grouping function and
N : [0, 1] → [0, 1] be the greatest fuzzy negation deﬁned by Equation (2). Then, any QL-implication IO,G,N :
[0, 1]2 → [0, 1] does not satisfy (CAB).
P ROOF. Take x, y ∈ [0, 1[ such that 1 > x > y. Then, by Equation (21), one has that IO,G,N = 1 > y, and, thus,
IO,G,N does not satisfy (CAB).
2
Theorem 5.4. Let O : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be an overlap function, G : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be a grouping function and
D
N : [0, 1] → [0, 1] be the greatest fuzzy negation deﬁned by Equation (2). Then, any D-implication IO,G,N
:

2
[0, 1] → [0, 1] does not satisfy (CAB).
D
= 1 > y, and, thus,
P ROOF. Take x, y ∈ [0, 1[ such that 1 > x > y. Then, by Equation (23), one has that IO,G,N

D
IO,G,N
does
not
satisfy
(CAB).
2


6. Fuzzy implications derived from overlap and grouping functions and the O-Conditionality
In this section, we introduce an analysis of the O-Conditionality considering the particular cases of fuzzy implications derived from overlap and grouping functions.
6.1. O-Conditionality for RO -Implications
In this section, we analyse the law of O-conditionality for RO -implications. In particular, we state under which
conditions of the overlap functions O1 and O2 , and of the RO -implication IO2 , we have that IO2 satisﬁes or not the
law of O-conditionality for O1 and/or O2 .
Proposition 6.1. Let O1 : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be an overlap function satisfying (O6) and O2 : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be an
overlap function such that O2 ≥ min. Then, the RO -implication IO2 : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] satisﬁes (OC) for O1 .
P ROOF. If O2 ≥ min, then, by Proposition 2.2 (vi), it holds that IO2 satisﬁes (CAB), that is, if x > y then IO2 (x, y) ≤
y. On the other hand, by Lemma 2.1(ii), it holds that O1 (x, y) ≤ min{x, y} ≤ y, and then, since O1 is increasing,
one has that O1 (x, IO2 (x, y)) ≤ O1 (x, y) ≤ y. Now, if x ≤ y, since O1 satisﬁes (O6) and is increasing, then,
O1 (x, IO2 (x, y)) ≤ O1 (x, 1) ≤ x ≤ y.
2
Corollary 6.1. The following statements hold:
(i) If O2 : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] is an overlap function such that O2 ≥ min, then IO2 : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] satisﬁes (OC) for
any positive continuous t-norm T : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1].
(ii) Imin satisﬁes (OC) for any overlap function O : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] satisfying (O6).
(iii) Imin satisﬁes (OC) for any positive continuous t-norm T : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1].
2

P ROOF. They follow from Proposition 6.1.

Proposition 6.2. Let O1 , O2 : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be overlap functions. If there exists x ∈ [0, 1] such that O2 (x , 1) < x
and O1 (x , 1) > x , then the RO -implication IO2 : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] does not satisfy (OC) for O1 .
P ROOF. Consider that IO2 satisﬁes (OC) for O1 . Suppose that there exists x ∈ [0, 1] such that O2 (x , 1) < x and
O1 (x , 1) > x . It follows that
O1 (x , IO2 (x , x )) = O1 (x , sup{z ∈ [0, 1] | O2 (x , z) ≤ x }) = O1 (x , 1) > x .
Thus, IO2 does not satisfy (OC) for O1 .
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Theorem 6.1. Any RO -implication IO : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] derived from the overlap function O : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1]
satisﬁes (OC) for O.
P ROOF. By Proposition 2.1, O and IO form an adjoint pair, that is, they satisfy the residuation property: ∀x, y, u ∈
[0, 1] : O(x, u) ≤ y ⇔ IO (x, y) ≥ u. Consider u = IO (x, y). Then, it follows that O(x, IO (x, y)) ≤ y.
2
Corollary 6.2. Let O1 , O2 : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be overlap functions. If O1 ≤ O2 then IO2 satisﬁes (OC) for O1 .
P ROOF. From Theorem 6.1, it holds that IO1 satisﬁes (OC) for O1 . On the other hand, by Proposition 2.3, one has
that if O1 ≤ O2 then IO2 ≤ IO1 . It follows that
O1 (x, IO2 (x, y)) ≤ O1 (x, IO1 (x, y)) ≤ y.
2
Corollary 6.3. Let O1 , O2 : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be overlap functions. If IO2 ≤ IO1 then IO2 satisﬁes (OC) for O1 .
P ROOF. By Proposition 2.3, one has that if IO2 ≤ IO1 then O1 ≤ O2 . By Corollary 6.2, IO2 satisﬁes (OC) for O1 .2
Proposition 6.3. Let I1 , I2 : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be fuzzy implications. Whenever OI2 is an overlap function, if I1 ≤ I2
then I1 satisﬁes (OC) for OI2 .
P ROOF. Whenever I1 ≤ I2 , then one has that
OI2 (x, I1 (x, y)) = inf{z ∈ [0, 1] | I2 (x, z) ≥ I1 (x, y)} ≤ y.
2
Example 6.1. We analyse the O-conditionality for the following cases:
(i) Consider the overlap function Op (x, y) = (xy)p , with p ≥ 1 (Equation (5)), which obviously satisﬁes (O6), and
the following RO -implication functions:

1 if x ≤ y,
IGD (x, y) =
y if x > y;

√
1 if √x ≤ y,
IOm 1 (x, y) =
y 2 if x > y;
2
given, respectively, in Equations (15) and (16), which are derived by the Minimum t-norm TM and the overlap
function Om 12 (Equation (7)). Observe that Om 12 ≥ min. Then, by Proposition 6.1, both IGD and IOm 1 satisfy
the law of O-conditionality for Op . In fact, for all x, y ∈ [0, 1], such that x ≤ y one has that:
Op (x, IGD (x, y)) = Op (x, 1) = xp ≤ y.
On the other hand, whenever x > y, it holds that:
Op (x, IGD (x, y)) = Op (x, y) = (xy)p ≤ y.
V
(ii) Consider the overlap function OmM
 1+O (2x−1,2y−1)
mM
V
2
OmM
(x, y) =
min{x, y}

if x, y ∈]0.5, 1],
otherwise,

given in Equation (4) where OmM (x, y) = min{x, y} max{x2 , y 2 }, and the RO -implication function
⎧

√
2y−1
2y−1
⎪
+ 21
if x ∈]0.5, 1] and y ∈ [0.5, 1],
⎨ min 1, max 2√2x−1 , 2(2x−1)
2
V
IOmM
(x, y) =
y
if y ∈ [0, 0.5[ and x > y,
⎪
⎩
1
if x ∈ [0, 0.5] and x ≤ y,
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2

V
V
derived from the overlap function OmM
. Observe that OmM
satisﬁes (O6), since, whenever x ∈]0.5, 1], one
has that
V
(x, 1) =
OmM

1 + min{2x − 1, 1} max{(2x − 1)2 , 1}
1 + OmM (2x − 1, 1)
=
= x,
2
2

and, if x ∈ [0, 0.5], then
V
OmM
(x, 1) = min{x, 1} = x.
V
< min, and, thus, Proposition 6.1 is not applicable for the study of the O-conditionality
However, OmM
V
V
V
of the RO -implication function IOmM
for OmM
. Nevertheless, by Theorem 6.1, IOmM
do satisfy the law of
V
O-conditionality for OmM .

6.2. O-Conditionality for (G, N )-implications
In this section, we analyse the law of O-conditionality for (G, N )-implications. In particular, we state under which
conditions of the grouping function G, the fuzzy negation N , the overlap function O, and of the (G, N )-implication
IG,N , we have that IG,N satisﬁes or not the law of O-conditionality for O.
Theorem 6.2. Let O : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be an overlap function, G : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be a grouping function and
N : [0, 1] → [0, 1] be a fuzzy negation. If the (G, N )-implication IG,N : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] satisﬁes (OC) for O then
N = N⊥ .
P ROOF. Consider that IG,N satisﬁes (OC) for O and N = N⊥ . Then there exists x ∈]0, 1[ such that N (x ) = 0.
Then, by (G2), it holds that G(N (x ), 0) = 0, and, thus, by (O2), it follows that:
O(x , IG,N (x , 0)) = O(x , G(N (x ), 0)) > 0,
which is a contradiction with (OC). Thus, one has that N = N⊥ .

2

Theorem 6.3. Let O : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be an overlap function, G : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be a grouping function, and
N : [0, 1] → [0, 1] be a fuzzy negation. If O satisﬁes (O6), G satisﬁes (G7) and N = N⊥ then the (G, N )-implication
IG,N⊥ : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] satisﬁes (OC) for O.
P ROOF. If N = N⊥ , then one has the following cases:
(i) If x = 0 then O(0, IG,N⊥ (0, y)) = 0 ≤ y.
(ii) If x > 0 then, since O satisﬁes (O6), it follows that:
O(x, IG,N⊥ (x, y))

=
=

O(x, G(N⊥ (x), y))
O(x, G(0, y))

≤

O(x, y) by (G7)

≤

y by Lemma 2.1(i) .

Then, IG,N satisﬁes (OC) for O.

2

Example 6.2. We illustrate the theorems of this section, showing three different cases:
(i) Consider the overlap function Op1 (x, y) = (xy)p1 , with p1 ≥ 1 (Equation (5)), which satisﬁes trivially (O6). Take
the grouping function GM p2 (x, y) = max{xp2 , y p2 }, with p2 ≥ 1 (Equation (10)), which obviously satisﬁes
(G7), and the least fuzzy negation N⊥ given in Equation (1), which generate the (G, N )-implication function

1
if x = 0,
IGM p2 ,N⊥ (x, y) =
y p2 otherwise,
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given in Equation (19). By Theorem 6.3, it holds that IGM p2 ,N⊥ satisﬁes the law of O-conditionality for Op1 .
In fact, for x = 0, it follows that
Op1 (0, IGM p2 ,N⊥ (0, y)) = Op1 (0, 1) = 0 ≤ y.
On the other hand, if x > 0, then
Op1 (x, IGM p2 ,N⊥ (x, y)) = Op1 (x, y p2 ) = xp1 y (p1 p2 ) ≤ y,
which illustrate the result given by Theorem 6.3.
(ii) Consider the overlap function O2 (x, y) = (xy)2 , (Equation (5) for p = 2), which satisﬁes trivially (O6). Take the
2 2
grouping function GM 2 (x, y)
√ = max{x , y } (Equation (10) for p = 2), which obviously satisﬁes (G7), and
the fuzzy negation N3 (x) = 1 − x, which generate the (G, N )-implication
IGM 2 ,N3 (x, y) = max{1 − x, y 2 } (Equation (18)).
By Theorem 6.3, it holds that IGM 2 ,N3 does not satisfy the law of O-conditionality for O2 . In fact, considering
y = 0 and 0 < x < 1, one has that:
O2 (x, IGM 2 ,N3 (x, 0)) = x2 (1 − x)2 > 0 = y.
Let us now analyse the (G, N )-implication function
IGM 2 ,N (x, y) = max{N (x), y 2 },
deﬁned for any fuzzy negation N . Again, whenever one considers the overlap function O2 and the critic case of
y = 0 and 0 < x < 1, one has that whenever IGM 2 ,N satisﬁes the law of O-conditionality for O2 , then it holds
that
O2 (x, IGM 2 ,N (x, 0)) = x2 (max{N (x), 0})2 = x2 N (x)2 ≤ 0,
which implies that N (x) = 0 for all x ∈ ]0, 1[, that is, it implies that N = N⊥ , in accordance with Theorem
6.2.
(iii) Consider the overlap function Op (x, y) = (xy)p , with p ≥ 1 (Equation (5)), which satisﬁes trivially (O6), and
the grouping function G2 (x, y) = 1 − (1 − x)2 (1 − y)2 (Equation (11)). By Example 5.2(iii) G2 does not
satisfy (G7). The grouping function G2 and the least fuzzy negation Nbot (Equation (1)) generate the (G, N )implication function

1
if x = 0,
IG2 ,N⊥ (x, y) =
1 − (1 − y)2 otherwise,
given in Equation (20). By Theorem 6.3, it holds that IG2 ,N⊥ does not satisfy the law of O-conditionality for
Op . In fact, whenever x = 1 and y = 0.1, one has that:
Op (1, 1 − (1 − 0.1)2 ) = 0.19p > 0.1 = y.
6.3. O-Conditionality for QL- and D-implication functions derived from tuples (O, G, N )
In this section, we analyse the law of O-conditionality for QL-implication and D-implication functions, showing
that, as expected, they do not satisfy that law.
Theorem 6.4. Let O1 , O2 : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be overlap functions, G : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be a grouping function and
N : [0, 1] → [0, 1] be the greatest fuzzy negation deﬁned by Equation (2). Then, any QL-implication IO2 ,G,N :
[0, 1]2 → [0, 1] does not satisfy (OC) for O2 .
22

P ROOF. Take x ∈ ]0, 1[ and y = 0. Then, by Equation (21), one has that IO2 ,G,N (x, y) = 1, and, thus,
O1 (x, IO2 ,G,N (x, 0)) = O1 (x, 1) > 0 = y.
2

Therefore, IO2 ,G,N does not satisfy (OC).

Theorem 6.5. Let O1 , O2 : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be overlap functions, G : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] be a grouping function and
D
N : [0, 1] → [0, 1] be the greatest fuzzy negation deﬁned by Equation (2). Then, any D-implication IO
:
2 ,G,N
2
[0, 1] → [0, 1] does not satisfy (OC) for O2 .
D
P ROOF. Take x ∈ ]0, 1[ and y = 0. Then, by Equation (23), one has that IO
(x, y) = 1, and, thus,
2 ,G,N
D
O1 (x, IO
(x, 0)) = O1 (x, 1) > 0 = y.
2 ,G,N
D
Therefore, IO
does not satisfy (OC).
2 ,G,N

2

7. Conclusion
In general, aggregation functions can be used not only to build implication functions from aggregation functions,
but also the opposite direction [37]. On the other hand, several deﬁnitions of fuzzy implications, based on aggregation
functions other than t-norms and t-conorms, have been introduced in the literature. Depending on the chosen operator,
the derived fuzzy implication may or not satisfy certain properties. Nevertheless, there are some properties that may
be not demanded for certain applications.
Overlap and grouping functions are a special kind of not necessarily associative bivariate aggregation operators
used, in general, in applications involving the overlapping problem and/or when the associativity property is not
strongly required, as in image processing and decision making based on fuzzy preference relations, respectively. In
those applications, there is no need the use of t-norms/t-conorms as combination operators.
When considering fuzzy implications derived from overlap and grouping functions, certain properties may not be
veriﬁed, as the exchange or the left neutrality principles, but only weaker versions of these properties.
The present paper presents an analysis of the O-Conditionality for fuzzy implications in general, and, in particular,
for RO -, (G, N )-, QL- and D-implications derived from tuples (O, G, N ), the latter also introduced in this paper. We
also study the conditional boundary condition for such fuzzy implications, since this property, associated to the left
ordering property, plays an important role in the analysis of the O-Conditionality.
Future theoretical work is concerned with the investigation of the law of O-conditionality in the interval-valued
setting, as in [24, 46, 58].
We are also aiming at applications in the context of hybrid BDI-fuzzy [59]8 agent models, commonly used in
social simulation [61, 62], where the evaluation of social values and exchanges are of a qualitative, subjective, vague
nature [63, 64]. Overlap functions and grouping functions can be used for dealing with indifference and incomparability when reasoning on the agent’s fuzzy belief base, where a kind of weak preference relation may be deﬁned. Fuzzy
implications derived from overlap and grouping functions can be used for performing inferences, decision making
and in the fuzzy control of the agents’s intentions.
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